about the books

When art-school dropout Chandra enrolls in the first round of human trials for an internetaccess brain implant, she's confident her quest to use it to communicate with her
comatose wife will only bring the two of them closer together.
She soon discovers that couldn't be further from the truth.
As the research study grows increasingly chaotic, a ruthless tech magnate is brought to
his knees, an advancement-hungry administrative assistant's good intentions are turned
against her, and an investigative journalist is forced to choose between her morals and
her life when her snooping runs afoul of the government's designs.
Forced to confront an entirely new reality, Chandra grows obsessed with saving her wife
and millions of others from fates similar to those suffered during the EMPATHY nanochip
trials. Meanwhile, newfound friends and unexpected foes emerge from the dredges of
her world's shadowy hacking collectives, and the heirs of a once-indomitable tech empire
are left scrambling to reassemble its pieces.
A twistedly delightful clockwork of intrigue and suspense, r.r. campbell's EMPATHY series
keeps readers turning pages through the night.
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praise for EMPATHY
"... freaking sci-fi Game of Thrones." - author M. A. Hinkle
"Campbell is a master storyteller. A breath of fresh air."
- Jeremy Martin, author of Foreign to You
"A Black Mirror-esque sci-fi thriller." - Ravenous for Reads
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